Quantifying and improving the quality of health care is an increasingly important goal in American medicine. To address this need, the First Scientific Forum on Assessment of Quality of Care and Outcomes Research in Cardiovascular Disease and Stroke was held May 24 to May 26, 1999. This conference brought together providers, researchers, payers (eg, the Health Care Financing Administration [HCFA] and the US Department of Veterans Affairs [VA]), managed care, industry, and assessors of healthcare quality (eg, the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations [JCAHO], National Committee for Quality Assurance [NCQA], and Foundation in Accountability [FACCT]) to discuss the current state of quality assessment in cardiovascular disease and stroke. An important aspect of the forum was the 4 working groups that were formed to focus on acute myocardial infarction (AMI), heart failure, stroke, and methods of quality assessment and improvement. Members of the working groups are listed in the Appendix. The discussion and lectures that took place at the conference illuminated several important methodological challenges inherent in judging the quality of health care and evaluating changes in it over time. This summary highlights several of the most important topics in quality measurement. It also includes summary reports on quality measurement provided by conference working groups on AMI, heart failure, and stroke.

**Topics in Quality Measurement**

**Involvement of Healthcare Providers**

The importance of measuring and monitoring healthcare quality is no longer in doubt. Yet quantifying healthcare quality is a complex and challenging process for which public and payer demands clearly exceed current capabilities. The conference presenters and participants articulated the view that healthcare professionals need to engage in efforts to evaluate quality of care to ensure its relevance and validity.

From selecting patient cohorts to guiding analyses and interpretation, the entire process of quality assessment requires judgment and choices that should be influenced by the clinical realities of medical care, a perspective that clinicians uniquely possess. Accordingly, it is considered essential that healthcare providers acquire the knowledge to participate actively in the assessment of healthcare quality.

**Guidelines Are Not Performance Measures**

Assessing quality requires the development and application of performance measures. Performance measures are explicit standards of care against which actual clinical care is judged. Given the availability of evidenced-based guidelines for the management of patients with cardiovascular and neurological disease, there is a natural inclination to use these consensus statements as a basis for developing performance measures for the evaluation of healthcare quality. However, guidelines are not performance measures. Guidelines are written to suggest diagnostic or therapeutic interventions for most patients in most circumstances. The use of guideline recommendations in diagnosing and treating individual patients is left to the discretion of the physician. In contrast, performance measures are standards of care that imply that physicians are in error if they do not care for patients according to these standards. Therefore, in addition to stating an explicit diagnostic or therapeutic action to be performed, performance measures must also define how to practically identify those patients for whom a specific action should be taken.

Conference participants identified a need to link development of guidelines with development of performance measures or quality indicators. Both are dependent on the same body of scientific evidence. A coordinated process would leverage the clinical expertise of the guideline panels to identify areas in which data and professional consensus could support performance measures. Performance measures should
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be explicit actions, performed for carefully specified, easily identified (using clear administrative and/or easily documented clinical criteria) patients for whom adherence should be advocated in all but the most unusual circumstances. Performance measures can be a powerful addition to the guideline process. Not only will such a process allow experts to suggest measures for quality-assessment efforts that reflect the realities of clinical care, but these indicators may also become a vehicle for more rapid translation of strong new evidence into clinical practice.

Methodological Challenges in Quantifying Healthcare Quality

Overview
Conducting analyses to evaluate performance may have profound consequences on the groups being evaluated. Obviously, such analyses are predicated on having accurate data. Yet obtaining such data can be difficult and expensive, and errors can occur at several levels. The steps for collecting data for healthcare-quality assessment include identifying patients with the specified disease, evaluating the severity of their condition to determine whether they are appropriate candidates for the performance measure, and collecting data on the process of care to compare with the performance standard. If outcomes are assessed as well, accurate collection and risk adjustment of outcomes to ensure that differences are attributable to quality of care and not underlying patient characteristics present additional challenges.

Challenges to Data Quality
Identifying appropriate patients in whom to apply performance measures is complicated by limitations in current information technologies. Patients with conditions for which hospitalization is usually required (eg, AMI) can be found in hospital administrative records. However, administrative sources of data lack important clinical elements and can be inaccurate with respect to the principal diagnosis for which a patient was treated. In a patient for whom quality of care will be judged, the latter problem may require confirmation of the diagnosis through additional parameters. The limitations of administrative records exist because the original collection of data was for a purpose other than assessment of healthcare quality.

Retrospective chart abstraction can often further clarify important patient characteristics, but the recording of such data by healthcare providers may be incomplete. Even when the data are available, inaccuracies can occur in documentation or abstraction.

Prospective data collection has the potential to provide the most useful information when the data are specifically defined and collected for quality-assessment purposes. Prospective data collection also permits acquisition of data directly from patients or physicians and allows assessment of variables such as health status. Unfortunately, in the absence of electronic medical records, prospective data collection is expensive and requires substantial organization to be incorporated into routine patient care.

Collection of outcome data adds another level of complexity and expense. Although deaths can be tracked through administrative sources such as the National Death Index (there is a substantial time lag), most other outcomes require the tracking of individual patients over time. Some patients will be lost to follow-up, and their characteristics and outcomes may differ substantially from those for whom data are available. Many desired outcomes, such as health status and readmission, require collection of data directly from patients, and inaccurate telephone numbers, addresses, and lack of patient cooperation with follow-up efforts may limit efforts to collect this information.

Time Frame Considerations in Tracking Outcomes
For acute, catastrophic conditions such as AMI and stroke, in-hospital treatment is followed by transition to long-term care for a chronic condition. When judging the quality of care provided by an individual or institution, should the outcomes assessment be restricted to the initial hospitalization only or should longer-term assessments be included as well? The topic was controversial, but many conference participants thought that the impact of medical care should be assessed for both the acute and postdischarge phases of care. Two rationales support the need for longer-term assessments. First, although certain interventions (eg, thrombolysis for AMI) can positively influence short-term survival (eg, 30 days), the full impact of these and other interventions (such as revascularization) are manifest only months or years after discharge. Second, patient care does not end with the patient’s discharge from the hospital. Rather, a smooth transition with the outpatient primary care clinician is an essential component of high-quality care. In addition, secondary prevention (eg, lipid management, smoking cessation, or cardiac rehabilitation) is as important as many acute therapeutic decisions. Although a longer-term time horizon places significant importance on outpatient treatment decisions that may not be under the direct control of the acute healthcare provider, the initial in-hospital provider assumes a responsibility for appropriate communication with the patient’s primary care physician. If a hospital is identified as having poor long-term patient outcomes, an internal review can help determine whether this is due to inpatient or outpatient care processes. Ultimately, this effort will lead to quality-improvement processes that can generate better patient outcomes for that institution in the future.

Risk Adjustment
The importance of risk adjustment is that it allows interpretation of outcomes data among groups with different types of patients. Knowing the outcome rate of a provider or hospital is not sufficient for judging quality. The outcome rate may be more attributable to patient characteristics rather than quality of care delivered. Although a range of sophisticated biostatistical techniques is available to account for variability due to patient factors, much variability remains unexplained, even in the best models. Also, there are few risk-stratification models for health status and other outcomes.

Finally, even excellent risk-adjustment models are not sufficient for accurately ranking providers on the basis of patient outcomes with sample sizes that are common for many conditions. This limitation is particularly important
when public disclosure is likely, because there is a substantial possibility of misinterpretation. Consequently, in most cases, outcomes measurement is considered more appropriate for internal quality-improvement purposes.

**Current Report Cards**

Despite the limitations in ranking quality measures, providers, and institutions, many organizations publish report cards that purport to rank the quality of healthcare systems and providers. The growth of the Internet has fostered an even greater range of rankings, many of which may provide contradictory assessments of any given hospital. This growing trend is disconcerting. As evidenced by the methodological challenges described above, the ranking of hospitals, organizations, and providers is difficult. To date, these challenges have not been addressed, and assessments are often based on administrative claims data. Although many organizations do not provide an explanation of their ranking methods, those that do often place a strong emphasis on financial performance instead of the elements of health care that are of most concern to providers and patients. The sentiment was strong among conference participants that any entity ranking provider performance should make a thorough disclosure of its methods and should address the limitations of its approach in a manner that can be clearly understood by the intended audience.

**Conceptual Framework for Evaluating Healthcare Quality**

Obviously, obtaining accurate insight into healthcare quality is difficult, yet important. Consequently, there is a great need for a framework of organizing and presenting data—its meaning and limitations—to providers, payers, and the public. Some organizations are working to resolve this problem, but more research is needed to learn how to summarize and display the results and uncertainties of healthcare-quality assessment.

Beginning with the seminal work of Donabedian,1 health-care quality has been separated into 3 components: structure, process, and outcomes. Structure refers to the components of the healthcare system: personnel training and skills, adequacy of equipment resources (both diagnostic and therapeutic), and organizational systems to efficiently mobilize these resources for optimal patient care. Process refers to the use of appropriate diagnostic and therapeutic modalities for individual patients. To facilitate the interpretability of process assessments, “ideal” patient subsets—those without contraindications for therapy—are often used as the denominator, and those who received appropriate treatments are reported as the numerator. The term “outcomes” refers to the consequences of treatment and can represent markers of disease progression (mortality, readmission, etc), health status (symptoms, functioning, and quality of life), and/or cost. Each conference working group organized its report by using this framework.

**Principles of Selection of Performance Measures**

Performance measures are the discrete parameters for structure, process, or outcomes used to define good care. Although new knowledge will necessitate changing specific performance measures, conference participants believed that certain principles could be embraced that would allow rational analysis of potential performance measures and dictate whether or not to adopt these measures as markers of healthcare quality. The basic principles for selecting performance measures are as follows:

1. The performance measure must be meaningful. Any potential performance measure must be either a meaningful outcome to patients and society or be closely linked to such an outcome.
2. The measure must be valid and reliable. To serve as a useful marker of healthcare quality, it must be possible to measure the structure, process, or outcome of interest.
3. The measure can be adjusted for patient variability. Interpretation of quality assessments necessitates that the observed outcomes/rates of process adherence be adjusted so that observed differences between healthcare systems are due to the performance of those systems and not patient characteristics.
4. The measure can be modified by improvements in the processes of care. To be a useful measure of quality, there must be an opportunity for motivated providers to improve their performance. This requires that the measure have variability after risk adjustment among providers. In addition, evidence should be available that suggests that alterations in the process of care can favorably influence this measure.
5. It is feasible to measure the performance of healthcare providers. Quantifying healthcare quality is a complex and costly undertaking. Although certain performance measures, such as health status, may fulfill all other criteria, the expense of collecting baseline and follow-up health status may be too great for a healthcare system to perform on a routine basis. Sensitivity to the fiscal implications of assessing certain performance measures may require limited sampling or avoidance altogether of certain potential measures of healthcare quality.

In light of these challenges and principles, the conference working groups have summarized insights from the conference that pertain to assessing the quality of care for AMI, heart failure, and stroke.

**Summary of the Working Group on AMI**

AMI is a catastrophic manifestation of coronary artery disease that strikes >1 100 000 Americans each year; of these, roughly 350 000 will die.2 In the last 30 years, the evidence base for treatment of AMI has increased dramatically. The combined results of laboratory and clinical research have identified specific clinical strategies that are beneficial for initial treatment and secondary prevention. These interventions can substantially reduce the morbidity and mortality associated with this condition. In addition, the American College of Cardiology (ACC) and the American Heart Association (AHA) have synthesized this evidence into clinical practice guidelines that identify interventions for which there is evidence and/or general agreement that such interventions are “beneficial, useful, and effective.”3 The strength of this evidence as well as the prevalence of the condition have made AMI the focus of many quality-
improvement initiatives throughout the country. Hence, the process of measuring quality of care for AMI is probably more established than that for other diseases.

Because of its high prevalence, morbidity, and mortality, as well as the availability of substantial efficacy data, numerous quality-of-care initiatives in the treatment of AMI are ongoing. Those of national scope include the HCFA Cooperative Cardiovascular Project (CCP), which focuses on quality of care in elderly Americans; the VA External Peer Review Program, which evaluates quality in both inpatient and follow-up care of veterans; the NCQA, which focuses on managed-care plans; JCAHO, which evaluates hospitals; and the National Registry of Myocardial Infarction (NRMI), an industry-sponsored registry that includes nearly 1500 hospitals (see www.ncqa.org, www.hcfa.org, www.jcaho.org, or va.gov/resdev/queri.htm for detailed descriptions). Although targeted to different patient groups, each effort focuses on similar process and outcomes assessments and attempts to benchmark individual hospitals or health plans against “best practices.”

Structural Measures
Enhanced 911 systems and trained emergency medical services personnel can improve emergency response times and prehospital survival. Emergency department protocols can reduce time to reperfusion. Medical personnel with special expertise are more likely to provide the correct treatments, producing better patient outcomes. Improved organizational systems can reduce errors, and disease-management programs hold the promise of reducing hospitalization costs while maintaining or improving quality of care.

Despite the evidence of an association between key structural measures and improved outcome, the working group was unable to identify any structural measures of AMI care that fulfilled all 5 criteria described in the section “Principles of Selection of Performance Measures.” Little experience exists in implementing these measures of structures and systems.

There is an urgent need to develop measurement tools for the structure of AMI care, describe the reliability and validity of these tools, and link the results of these measurements to clinically relevant outcomes. The need to develop and test good structural measures is particularly acute in small to mid-sized hospitals, in which the number of AMI patients is too small to obtain stable estimates of process and outcome measures.

Until valid, well-tested structural measures are developed, the working group recommends that institutions assess the following domains of care:

- Prehospital evaluation, triage, and treatment.
- Access to invasive and noninvasive cardiac tests and procedures, including transfer protocols to appropriate facilities when the necessary equipment or personnel are not available.
- Appropriately trained staff with access to cardiovascular specialists for management of AMI patients with complications.
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- Protocols or other management programs that ensure timely delivery of required therapies.
- Systems to ensure patient education, rehabilitation, and follow-up.
- Quality-improvement programs that provide for collection and review of data on AMI care and that can be used to identify areas for improvement.

Process Measures
At the national level, quality-performance measures for AMI have been more fully developed and used longer than for any other medical condition. In contrast to structural measures, many process measures in the care of patients with AMI match the selection criteria for performance measures.

The working group reviewed the following current and proposed process-of-care quality-performance measures:

- Use of β-blockers at discharge and during admission. Of the process-of-care measures in use, prescription of β-blockers at discharge has demonstrated the strongest “performance” as a quality-performance measure. This is because considerable underutilization, unexplained variability, and opportunity for improvement remain. Evidence of efficacy and effectiveness, including an unequivocal link between the process of care and outcome (decreased mortality), is strong and strengthening for every important population sector. The only drawback to the β-blocker at discharge measure is that the list of possible relative contraindications to this therapy is long (although most patients are candidates). This means that the ideal subgroup can be small and therefore statistically unstable, especially for small hospitals. Although experience with β-blockers during admission as a quality-performance measure is less extensive, it is likely that similar observations will hold.

- Use of aspirin at discharge and during admission. Aspirin administration also has strong clinical scientific support but ranks second to β-blockers because relatively high rates of administration leave less opportunity for improvement. Because it is unusual for patients not to be candidates for aspirin therapy, these measures are broadly applicable and statistically stable, even for small cohorts.

- Timely and appropriate acute reperfusion (thrombolysis or primary angioplasty). This family of measures has captured the attention of providers as an important—and improvable—aspect of quality care for AMI. From the point of view of quality-performance measures, these measures are limited by the fact that a minority of patients with AMI are candidates for reperfusion, and thus the potential denominator for measures may be small. In addition, the reliability of ECG criteria for acute reperfusion, as indicated by medical records, is lower than that for other elements of record abstraction in which current techniques are used.

- The use of angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors for patients with depressed left ventricular systolic function. Similarly, a minority of patients with AMI are potential candidates for this care process, limiting its applicability to smaller cohorts. Incorporation of the frequency of measurement of left ventricular ejection fraction...
Outcome Measures

The quality of care for AMI potentially affects a broad range of patient outcomes, including not only death and reinfarction but also patients’ health status (symptoms, functional status, quality of life), perceptions of care (satisfaction), and physiological targets for modifying their future cardiovascular risk.

Although some outcomes, such as survival and health status, are meaningful to patients and physicians, the relevance of physiological targets to patients and/or physicians is less clear. Furthermore, although reliable and valid outcome measurements for coronary disease are available, they can be expensive to collect, especially those that rely on survey techniques (eg, health status) or physiological measurements (eg, cholesterol levels 1 year after AMI).

Although major predictors for mortality have been described,14–16 risk-adjustment techniques for outcomes such as health status are less developed. For example, if a patient’s functional status or achievement of cholesterol targets is to be used as a quality-performance measure for AMI care, then the physician must be able to adjust for baseline functional status, its modulators, and factors that influence compliance with medical therapy.

The lack of ability to risk-adjust outcomes suggests that although changes in outcomes can be tracked, the relationship of these changes to quality of care is uncertain, except perhaps at a large population level. The rudimentary state of risk adjustment and the expense of determining some of these outcomes mean that their feasibility as quality-performance measures has not been explored.

The working group reviewed the status of the following outcome measures:

- Death. Death is relatively easy to ascertain and has been advocated as a quality measure. However, risk-adjustment limitations, random variation, and the statistical instability of small samples limit the ability to use death rates for interhospital comparisons. Having to choose between short- and long-term mortality as a quality measure underscores the importance of strengthening understanding of the link between processes and outcomes. However, the working group believes that providers should internally track their institution’s mortality trends as a local quality-assurance marker.

- Readmission. Administrative databases permit ascertainment of readmission events but may not contain sufficient detail to indicate whether readmission was planned as part of the course of care, was related to the patient’s disease, or occurred as a result of suboptimal care.

- Physiological end points. Achievement of risk-factor modification targets (cholesterol status at 1 year, smoking rates, blood pressure control, etc) is appealing as a quality-performance measure because ascertainment of such targets is part of good-quality care. These assessments blur the distinction between process and outcome in that the primary benefit of optimizing these measures is prevention of more clinically significant outcomes. Understanding patient factors that modulate these outcomes as well as issues of ascertainment feasibility and expense are areas of active research and development.

- Patient health status. This includes symptoms, functional status, and quality of life. Measurement of symptoms, functioning, and quality of life is principally accomplished by surveys.17,18 This information is not routinely gathered in clinical care, making it difficult to track outside prospective longitudinal studies. Because these outcomes are particularly meaningful to patients, the working group recommends continued exploration of these potential quality measures.

- Patient satisfaction. Although widely measured by hospitals, the association between patient satisfaction and quality of care is not clear.

Research Priorities

Although the science of quality-of-care measurement may be most advanced for patients with AMI, substantial unanswered questions remain for consideration as research priorities. These include the following:

1. Development of reliable and valid measurement tools for evaluating and using structural measures in assessment of quality of care.

2. Development of minimum structural standards that can be applied to a range of more or less sophisticated hospitals and systems.

3. Improvement of the method of determining appropriateness of post-MI cardiac procedures.

4. Development of appropriate interventions to address deficiencies in performance measures.

5. Broadening of the scope of AMI-care performance measurement and improvement to include long-term care, primary care, and secondary prevention, eg, the development of new process measures such as lipid testing and post-MI lipid-lowering therapy.

6. Development of a minimal data set that allows collection of performance data with appropriate risk adjustment.

7. Enhanced understanding of the best practices with respect to AMI care, eg, determining institution-specific maximum attainable performance on process measures such as use of discharge medications.
8. Development of risk-adjustment methods for outcomes such as anginal frequency and symptom severity.
9. Incorporation of nonmortality outcomes into accepted performance measures, including functional status and physiological measurement.

Summary of the Working Group on Heart Failure

Heart failure is an increasingly common condition that results in substantial morbidity, mortality, and consumption of medical resources, particularly among older Americans. National efforts are under way by HCFA and the VA to assess and improve the quality of care and outcomes of patients with heart failure. Furthermore, other organizations, such as the American Medical Association, JCAHO, and the NCQA, have a strong interest in incorporating heart failure measures into their assessments of care.

Despite the importance of heart failure and the extensive medical literature on the subject, relatively few quality measures are endorsed as legitimate measures of quality of care. This report reveals that operational issues (eg, feasibility and cost of data collection) and the absence of evidence on the efficacy of many diagnostic and therapeutic modalities for specific subgroups of patients hamper efforts to define a set of quality measures for patients with heart failure. The purpose of this report is not to be prescriptive about current efforts but to emphasize issues that need to be addressed, ongoing initiatives, and areas of research that are essential to enhance understanding of the process and achieve better outcomes.

Structural Measures

Although many structural measures can be proposed as indicators of quality care, few have been formally evaluated with regard to their relationship with outcomes. Measures that may be self-evident to specialty groups (eg, the need for specialty training) may be controversial to generalists and perceived as self-serving by others. Consequently, it is difficult to mandate specific training, personnel, or facilities as quality indicators.

Nevertheless, the working group has endorsed 4 specific structural measures for consideration as quality indicators. First, clinicians at the care facility should have clear, evidence-based guidelines for the care of patients with heart failure. These guidelines may take the form of either pathways or recommendations, but the facility should have a document that describes or endorses the best practice for its patients and that aligns with existing medical evidence. Second, clinicians at the care facility should have a mechanism to systematically monitor patient care and outcomes. The domains of care to be evaluated should align with the guideline recommendations endorsed by the clinicians. The clinical staff should review this information periodically (ie, at least annually). Third, the clinicians and care facility staff should recognize that patients may require different levels of care and that there must be an organizational structure to move patients to the appropriate level of care. For example, access to an advanced heart failure facility should be available to patients who need assistance to establish diagnosis, enhance medical therapy, or make a decision about surgery, including cardiac transplantation. Finally, the working group believes that clinicians and care facilities could benefit patients by having specific programs to address the end-of-life needs of many patients with heart failure.

Process Measures

The working group considered process measures an important area for quality assessment. Limitations of these measures were reviewed, and several were emphasized. First, heart failure is predominantly a condition of older patients, who commonly have many other coexistent diseases, and yet randomized trials have generally evaluated the efficacy of therapies in younger patients with less comorbidity. The value of guideline-based therapies for older patients is not definitively known. Second, heart failure tends to be a chronic condition for which care is delivered across many venues over time. Therapies may be initiated, modified, or terminated at any point in the patient’s care. The assessment of quality of care in 1 setting (eg, the hospital) may be misleading if changes are made in the outpatient venue. For example, β-blockers are now considered a useful medication for patients with heart failure and systolic dysfunction. However, they should be initiated when the patient’s condition is stable. Consequently, a hospital assessment may suggest underutilization when many physicians are legitimately waiting several weeks after discharge to start patients’ medications.

Nevertheless, after a thorough review of the literature, this expert group endorsed 4 items as quality measures. First, the medical record of patients with heart failure should have clear documentation of left ventricular systolic function. This measure has implications for both therapy and prognosis, and studies suggest that many patients do not have this assessment. Second, patients with heart failure, left ventricular systolic dysfunction, and no contraindications to ACE inhibitors should be prescribed ACE inhibitors. Given the current evidence, the working group did not believe that angiotensin-receptor blockers or a hydralazine-nitrate combination should be substituted for ACE inhibitors in patients who tolerate ACE inhibitors. The group also did not believe that the evidence about dosing was strong enough to warrant its inclusion as a quality indicator. Third, patients hospitalized with heart failure and left ventricular systolic dysfunction should be treated with digoxin. Fourth, patients with NYHA class II and III heart failure, left ventricular systolic dysfunction, and no contraindication to β-blockers should be prescribed β-blockers. However, this assessment is most appropriately applied to outpatients because this medication should be initiated when the patient’s condition is stable, and some physicians may reasonably choose not to initiate this therapy during hospitalization.

The working group considered several other indicators important. In particular, group members wanted to emphasize the importance of the appropriate diagnosis of heart failure by skilled clinicians; proper titration of diuretic therapy; effective education of patients about heart failure, self-care and preventive strategies, and proper length of stay; and compassionate counseling of patients about their care and prognosis. The reluctance of the group to recommend these domains as
indicators derived from the difficulty of measuring the domains validly and reliably. Also, these domains raised difficult issues regarding optimal timing for obtaining these measures. Nevertheless, group members urged efforts to capture this information accurately and to develop approaches to transform it into useful quality indicators.

Group members also emphasized the importance of several general medical interventions as quality indicators for these patients. They recommended that patients receive vaccinations against influenza and pneumonia. In addition, anticoagulation for atrial fibrillation, evaluation of ischemia, and treatment of hyperlipidemia for coronary artery disease were also thought to be important indicators of quality of care.

Outcomes Measures
The working group considered outcomes to be an important measure of the success of patient care. These measures could include mortality, readmission, resource consumption, health status, and satisfaction with care. The most pressing limitation to use of outcomes as markers of quality is the absence of adequate risk-stratification models.

However, the working group had strong beliefs about the appropriate use of outcome measures. The group did not believe that these measures should inform consumer choice because of the numerous limitations in risk-adjustment methodologies and the lack of standards for minimum sample sizes and acceptable random variation. The group also acknowledged the logistic challenges of collecting this information. However, group members strongly believed that outcome measures should be collected by clinicians and used for internal quality-improvement activities. Results over time should be used to identify potential opportunities to improve care.

The working group also acknowledges that mortality is not always an indication of poor-quality care in heart failure and may be the inevitable consequence of a long illness for which the patient may have received excellent care. Suffering associated with this condition may be substantial, and health-status measures may be as important as survival rates.

Research Priorities
In the course of developing these recommendations, the working group identified some important areas of further research. The group believes that the science of assessing and improving the care of patients with heart failure will depend on the success of research efforts to add to knowledge in the following areas:

1. Development and testing of new quality-of-care indicators for patients with heart failure, particularly in the outpatient venue or with the perspective of the continuum of care.
4. Determination of the association of specific structural characteristics with outcomes of patients with heart failure and definition of the essential features of disease-management programs.
5. Determination of quality-improvement strategies that result in the most rapid adoption of new, proven diagnostic and therapeutic modalities.
6. Definition of the best clinical strategies for older patients, particularly the elderly, who are unlikely to be enrolled in clinical trials. The use of carefully collected registries may be the best approach in the heterogeneous older group of patients.
7. Definition of the critical elements of high-quality, end-of-life care and development of quality indicators in this area.
8. Evaluation of the value of various new technical and organizational interventions to improve the care of patients with heart failure.
9. Development of methods to efficiently capture information, including information technology solutions, which can be used to assess quality of care for patients with heart failure.

Summary of the Working Group on Stroke
Cerebrovascular disease is a major medical problem. It is the third leading cause of death, and one of the leading causes of serious disability in the United States. Stroke is also one of the most common and expensive diseases. Major efforts are under way by HCFA, the VA, the American Academy of Neurology, and other national groups to examine stroke-management processes, define strategies to enhance quality of care, and ultimately improve the outcome of patients with cerebrovascular disease.

Despite concerns about the quality of stroke care, few quality measures have been formally evaluated. Those reported to date have a narrow focus, and critical aspects of care are often neglected. However, there are convincing data that an organized approach to stroke care reduces mortality, shortens length of stay, and improves functional outcome. The specific factors responsible for this improvement and their relative impact on the quality of stroke-related care remain to be determined.

Sufficient data are not yet available to support the use of specific indicators for comparing the overall quality of stroke care between institutions. However, the working group thought that there was sufficient evidence to support a specific set of clinical practices as an indication of quality care within institutions. The goal of the working group was to define major aspects of stroke care and specific indicators that could be used to support current stroke quality initiatives in individual organizations.

Good performance can be evaluated in several domains. For the purpose of defining quality-improvement measures, 6 domains were identified, each representing an essential goal of ischemic stroke care: (1) coordination of care; (2) diagnosis; (3) preservation of neural tissue; (4) prevention of complications; (5) initiation of secondary prevention; and (6) restoration of function.

For each domain of stroke care, the working group has proposed a set of structure, process, and outcome indicators. Although these indicators are not measures, they outline the areas in which current care, as well as research efforts to develop measures, should be directed. The goal of the
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The working group was to propose standards that could be applied across all acute care settings, regardless of the level of care available locally. The domains of care, associated indicators, and outcomes are outlined below and will be described in detail in future statements by the working group.

Structural Measures

Given the frequency of stroke and its impact on those affected, it was thought that all hospitals should have systems and procedures to evaluate care for stroke patients. In the absence of proven or evidence-based structural measures to improve stroke outcomes, the working group sought to identify minimum standards that have strong preliminary evidence and high face validity that would be acceptable to a wide range of stroke care providers and that could be measured in a variety of practice settings. The working group endorsed 5 measures:

- Quality-improvement effort. There should be a mechanism to monitor the processes of stroke care and associated outcomes. Not all items need be measured continuously or concurrently. It is most important that hospitals be able to ensure that local practices align with current guideline recommendations. This information should be periodically reviewed to assess how care has been delivered as part of an ongoing effort to achieve optimal compliance with treatment guidelines.

- Local competence. Clinicians who care for stroke patients should have a basic core knowledge of stroke and its management. Minimum standards should include the stroke component of advanced cardiac life support training (or its equivalent).

- Stroke plan. All institutions should have a plan in place for the care of patients with acute ischemic stroke. This plan could be in the form of critical pathways or treatment recommendations. The plan should include, as a minimum, information about coordination of care and a statement on the use of thrombolytic therapy. Although thrombolytic therapy may not be appropriate for all institutional settings (see below), each hospital should develop a policy for use of thrombolytics. For hospitals that offer this therapy, a prespecified protocol is essential to ensure that patients are treated appropriately within the very narrow therapeutic window. In these hospitals, adherence to thrombolytic guidelines should be monitored.

- Brain imaging. An accurate diagnosis by skilled clinicians is essential for management of patients with acute neurological syndromes. Because a clinical evaluation cannot exclude structural diseases that may mimic a stroke or differentiate between a hemorrhagic and ischemic stroke, brain imaging is central to the diagnostic evaluation. Therefore, brain imaging with CT scan or MRI should be available for all patients who present with an acute stroke syndrome. Ideally, but not necessarily, this technology should be available on-site.

- Access to neurological/neurosurgical expertise. All levels of care will not be available at all institutions; however, the organizational structure must allow movement of patients to the level of care that they require. Patients who have a stroke for which a neurosurgical intervention is indicated (eg, subarachnoid hemorrhage or acute subdural hematoma) should have access to neurosurgical care. This care should be available locally or through transfer to another institution. Transfer arrangements, if necessary, should be made as a matter of policy.

Process Measures

Process measures are the current focus of most quality-improvement efforts for stroke. The working group proposed the following:

- Documented patient care plan. A treatment plan should be documented in the medical record.

- Initial evaluation. A central part of the evaluation is to ensure an accurate diagnosis and address comorbid conditions that would require a change in therapy. Three measures were selected: (a) Performance of a brain imaging study (usually either CT or MRI). (b) ECG to evaluate for atrial fibrillation. (c) Glucose measurement (because hypoglycemia may mimic a stroke syndrome and requires urgent treatment).

- Acute therapy. Although few therapies exist for directly decreasing damage to neural tissue, much can be done to improve (or worsen) outcomes among stroke patients. Thrombolytic therapy is currently used and is applicable for only a small minority of patients, and it may not be appropriate in all care settings. When recombinant tissue plasminogen activator is used, thrombolytic guidelines (such as those from the AHA or American Academy of Neurology) that adhere to the NIH protocol should be followed and outcomes systematically monitored.

- Preventive therapy. Two areas were recommended as indicators within the domain of initiating secondary prevention. First, patients with ischemic stroke and no contraindications should be discharged on some form of antithrombotic therapy (either an antiplatelet agent or anticoagulation). Except in the case of warfarin use in patients with atrial fibrillation and no contraindications to anticoagulation, the working group did not choose to specify the specific agent because there is some controversy about its relative efficacy. Second, although educational efforts remain understudied, the working group thought that education should be undertaken with a focus on (1) enhancing secondary prevention and (2) recognizing the symptoms and response to recurrent stroke. Other aspects of secondary prevention of stroke (or cardiovascular disease) should also be undertaken and may be appropriate for quality indicators, including the identification and treatment of carotid stenosis, as well as general medical interventions such as vaccinations for influenza and pneumonia.

- Functional assessment/rehabilitation plan. The medical record should include documentation of the neurological
deficits and functional status associated with a stroke and consideration of the need for rehabilitation consultation and services (including occupational, physical, or speech therapy) among patients with deficits.39

Outcomes Measures
Outcomes are the measure of success of patient care. It is important, especially with diseases such as stroke, to remember not to abandon what is meaningful for what is measurable. Stroke may have a larger number of outcome categories and clinical measures compared with other forms of vascular disease (see Figure).40–42 This is related to the central role of the brain in human activities (both cognitive and physical) and the extensive range of syndromes associated with stroke. Minor neuronal injuries may be associated with devastating functional deficits, which further complicate outcome assessment.

The selection of outcomes should fit into the overall goal of the quality-improvement measures selected and the specific domains of care, such as preservation of neural tissue (disability and mortality), prevention of complications (pneumonia, infection, deep-vein thrombosis, mortality), secondary prevention (recurrent stroke, MI, vascular death), and restoration of function (disability and quality of life).

In measuring outcome, not only is it important to identify appropriate types of measures but also the timing of measurement. Most stroke recovery occurs within 1 to 3 months. Additional recovery, albeit modest, may continue well beyond 1 year. For quality improvements directed at acute stroke care, the working group agreed that end points should be focused on 1 month after discharge. The reason for this decision is that clinical status beyond this time, however important, is more difficult to measure and will be influenced by factors beyond acute stroke care, such as rehabilitation, management of depression, and recurrent ischemic events.43,44 A future statement will address the strengths and limitations of specific outcome categories and measures as indicators of quality stroke care.

Research Priorities
In reviewing the existing literature, the working group identified important directions for future research. Many of the general challenges of quality and outcome measures (such as risk-adjustment models) are listed in other sections of this report. The working group hopes that these listed priorities will help further the cause of developing and evaluating structure, process, and outcome measures that have been specifically examined in the setting of acute ischemic stroke.

1. Development and testing of new quality-of-care indicators for patients with acute ischemic stroke. These should take a global approach to cerebrovascular disease, including short- and long-term care, and should address the global nature of vascular disease.
2. Development and testing of outcome measures appropriate for evaluating specific domains of care as well as a global assessment. Measures should be able to account for the interests of patients, family, caregivers, hospitals, payers, and society.
3. Comparison of outcome measures across different symptoms and severity of presentation. An identical stroke that occurs a few millimeters away in the brain can result in dramatically different clinical status.
4. Assessment of which patient-level measures are meaningful, valid, and sensitive to differences in quality of care for ischemic stroke.
5. Assessment of which aspects of stroke care contribute to improved outcomes in the setting of a “stroke unit” or other organized systems for the delivery of stroke-related care.
6. Development of the concept of a center of excellence and definition of its role in stroke care locally and regionally.
7. Improvement of techniques for capturing, analyzing, and presenting quality data and outcome measures.
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